Abstract. I examine what would be necessary to move part-of-speech tagging performance from its current level of about 97.3% token accuracy (56% sentence accuracy) to close to 100% accuracy. I suggest that it must still be possible to greatly increase tagging performance and examine some useful improvements that have recently been made to the Stanford Part-of-Speech Tagger. However, an error analysis of some of the remaining errors suggests that there is limited further mileage to be had either from better machine learning or better features in a discriminative sequence classifier. The prospects for further gains from semisupervised learning also seem quite limited. Rather, I suggest and begin to demonstrate that the largest opportunity for further progress comes from improving the taxonomic basis of the linguistic resources from which taggers are trained. That is, from improved descriptive linguistics. However, I conclude by suggesting that there are also limits to this process. The status of some words may not be able to be adequately captured by assigning them to one of a small number of categories. While conventions can be used in such cases to improve tagging consistency, they lack a strong linguistic basis.
think it is a common shared meme in at least the U.S. computational linguistics community that interannotator agreement or the limit of human consistency on part-of-speech tagging is 97%. As various authors have noted, e.g., [5] , the second wave of machine learning part-of-speech taggers, which began with the work of Collins [6] and includes the other taggers cited above, routinely deliver accuracies a little above this level of 97%, when tagging material from the same source and epoch on which they were trained. This has been achieved by good modern discriminative machine learning methods, coupled with careful tuning of the feature set and sometimes classifier combination or semi-supervised learning methods. Viewed by this standard, these taggers now clearly exceed human performance on the task. Justifiably, considerable attention has moved to other concerns, such as getting part-of speech (POS) taggers to work well in more informal domains, in adaptation scenarios, and within reasonable speed and memory limits.
What is the source of the belief that 97% is the limit of human consistency for part-of-speech tagging? It is easy to test for human tagging reliability: one just makes multiple measurements and sees how consistent the results are. I believe the value comes from the README.pos file in the tagged directory of early releases of the Penn Treebank. It suggests that the "estimated error rate for the POS tags is about 3%".
1 If one delves deeper, it seems like this 97% agreement number could actually be on the high side. In the journal article on the Penn Treebank [7] , there is considerable detail about annotation, and in particular there is description of an early experiment on human POS tag annotation of parts of the Brown Corpus. Here it was found that if two annotators tagged for POS, the interannotator disagreement rate was actually 7.2%. If this was changed to a task of correcting the output of an automatic tagger (as was done for the actual Penn Treebank), then the disagreement rate dropped to 4.1%, and to 3.5% once one difficult text is excluded. Some of the agreement is then presumably both humans adopting the conventions of the automatic POS tagger rather than true human agreement, a topic to which I return later.
If this is the best that humans can give us, the performance of taggers is clearly at or above its limit. But this seems surprising -anyone who has looked for a while at tagger output knows that while taggers are quite good, they regularly make egregious errors. Similarly, examining portions of the Penn Treebank by hand, it is just very obvious that there are lots of errors that are just mistakes rather than representing uncertainties or difficulties in the task. Table 1 shows a few tagging errors from the beginning of section 02 of the training data.
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These are all cases where I think there is no doubt about what the correct tag should be, but that nevertheless the annotator failed to assign it. It seems 1 This text appears up through LDC95T7 Treebank release 2; the statement no longer appears in the much shorter README included in the current LDC99T42 Treebank release 3). This error rate is also mentioned in [7, pp. 327-8] . 2 My informal impression is that the accuracy of sections 00 and 01 is considerably worse, perhaps reflecting a "burn in" process on the part of the annotators. I think it is in part for this reason that parsers have been conventionally trained on sections 02-21 of the Penn Treebank. But for POS tagging, most work has adopted the splits introduced by [6] , which include sections 00 and 01 in the training data.
clear that the inter-annotator agreement of humans depends on many factors, including their aptitude for the task, how much they are paying attention, how much guidance they are given and how much of the guidance they are able to remember. Indeed, Marcus et al. [7, p. 328] express the hope that the POS error rate can be reduced to 1% by getting corrections from multiple annotators, adjudicating disagreements, and using a specially retrained tagger. However, unfortunately, this work never took place. But using the tools developed over the last two decades given the existence of the Penn Treebank, we are now in a much better position to do this, using semi-automated methods, as I discuss below. Since the time of our last POS tagger paper [1] , I've added a few features that have slightly pushed up the performance of the Stanford POS tagger. I give the details of those models here. But it is noticeable that they do not improve overall performance by very much. Other people seem to be hitting the same wall, and while there are fractionally better results from others, none are much better. Suppose somehow that more machine learning magic can get numbers up from 97.3% per-token accuracy to 97.5% per-token accuracy. That would still mean that the last decade will only have solved about 1/6 of the errors remaining in part of speech taggers.
Incremental improvements
The experiments I present here describe incremental work: There are no big changes to the architecture, but some improvements in the features, parameters, and learning methods give small incremental gains in POS tagging performance, bringing it close to parity with the best published POS tagging numbers in 2010. These numbers are on the now fairly standard splits of the Wall Street Journal portion of the Penn Treebank for POS tagging, following [6] . 3 The details of the corpus appear in Table 2 and comparative results appear in Table 3 . 3gramMemm shows the performance of a straightforward, fast, discriminative sequence model tagger. It uses the templates t 0 , w −1 , t 0 , w 0 , t 0 , w +1 , t 0 , t −1 , t 0 , t −2 , t −1 and the unknown word features from [1] . The higher performance naacl 2003 tagger numbers come from use of a bidirectional cyclic dependency network tagger, which adds the feature templates t 0 , t +1 ,
The next line shows results from an attempt to replicate those numbers in 2010. The results are similar but a fraction better. 4 The line after that shows that the numbers are pushed up a little by lowering the support threshold for including rare word features to 5. Thereafter, performance is improved a little by adding features. 5w adds the words two to the left and right as features, and 5wShapes also adds word shape features that we have described for named en-tity recognition elsewhere [8] . 5 These features map words to equivalence classes based on character type, such as Mexico to Xxxxx and IA-64 to XX-dd. Some of the other recent taggers cited earlier have made use of even more higher order features and conjunctive features [2, 10] , but in our tagger they seem to provide marginal to negative gains. Something that does really help is adding features for words based on induced distributional similarity classes, as shown on the last line. 6 Here, we use the method and code of [11] , though other methods for introducing distributional similarity classes would probably work roughly as well. While the overall gains on the WSJ are modest, taken together, these features and the word shape features give a significant gain in performance on unknown words: errors on unknown words are reduced by 13% (relative). And one would expect these features to be even more useful when the tagger is subsequently used on text from other domains or epochs. Note, however, that the last line is for a model where the distributional similarity classes were trained separately on about 300 million words of data in an unsupervised fashion, whereas all the other models are trained only on the WSJ training set.
I present these numbers to show that while small amounts of progress remain possible, we clearly seem to be entering an era of diminishing returns. It seems like about 2.4% of the remaining 2.6% error rate might need to be approached from a different angle. 
Splitting tags
I have shown in other work that parsing performance on the Penn Treebank can be improved enormously by splitting certain of the categories, both partof-speech and phrasal categories, and parsing with the resulting split-category treebank grammar [12] . One might reasonably think that the same strategy could be applied successfully to the POS tagging problem, especially as a number of the most useful state splits for parsing are splits of part-of-speech categories. But, unfortunately, splitting tags seems to be largely a waste of time for the goal of improving POS tagging numbers. A thorough exploration of the possibilities can be found in [13] . My own more limited experimentation points in the same direction.
clear that little of the remaining error is going to be solved by better local features of the kind used by current state-of-the-art sequence model taggers. How are we going to get the rest? To answer that, we need to understand what kinds of errors there are. In Table 4 , I give a rough breakdown of where we need to look.
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I did a small error analysis, taking a sample of 100 errors from section 19 of the treebank. I divided errors into seven classes, as shown in Table 4 . Many errors are hard to classify. When things were unclear, I allowed an error to be assigned to two classes, giving it 1/2 a point under each. I exemplify the seven classes below. 1. Lexicon gap: Here, the word occurred a number of times in the training data, but never with the tag which it has in this context. Given the nature of discriminative POS taggers, it is always going to be very difficult for context to override lexical features in this situation. For example, below, slash is clearly a noun, but in the training set, it occurs only but several times as a verb. a/DT 60/CD %/NN slash/NN in/IN the common stock dividend 2. Unknown word: Here the tagger has to rely only on context features, and contexts are often ambiguous. For example, below, substandard is a word which does not appear in the training data and it is also very reasonable for a POS tagger to guess that it might be a noun (as it did). blaming the disaster on/IN substandard/JJ construction/NN 3. Could plausibly get right: Here, you could imagine a sequence model tagger with a context of a few words or tags on either side getting the right answer, though it may be quite difficult in practice. For example, below, it seems like a sequence tagger should be able to work out that overnight is here functioning as an adverb rather than an adjective (the tag it chose), since it is here a verb modifier not pre-modifying a noun. market/NN players/NNS overnight/RB in/IN Tokyo/NNP began bidding up oil prices 4. Difficult linguistics: Needs much syntax/semantics/discourse: Here, it seems very clear that determining the right tag requires broad contextual knowledge that must be beyond a sequence tagger with local features. For example, below, a tagger just cannot correctly choose between the present (VBP) and past (VBD) tag for set without an understanding of a multisentence discourse context, and happens to choose wrongly. They/PRP set/VBP up/RP absurd/JJ situations/NNS , detached from reality 5. Underspecified/unclear: The tag is underspecified, ambiguous, or unclear in the context. There are several common cases of this, such as whether to choose a verbal or adjectival tag for words which have a participial inflectional form and modify a head, and whether to choose a verbal or noun tag for gerunds. While there are linguistic tests that can be used to distinguish the two categories in both these cases, often in particular contexts the correct analysis is just underspecified. For example, below, it is unclear whether discontinued should be regarded as an adjective or verbal participle. it will take a $ 10 million fourth-quarter charge against/IN discontinued/JJ operations/NNS 6. Gold standard inconsistent or lacks guidance: Here, there should be a right answer, but the tagging manual does not define what to do and in practice the annotators have been inconsistent, so it is not surprising that the tagger gets such things right only half the time by chance. For example, for expressions like the '30s below, or indeed corresponding ones like the 1930s, the treebank is inconsistent in sometimes tagging them as CD and at other times as NNS. There should be a clear answer here which should be consistently used, but none was defined, and human annotators were inconsistent. (If the tag CD is construed fairly strictly as cardinal numbersfor example, ordinals are definitely excluded and tagged as adjectives (JJ), then it seems to me like these expressions shouldn't be tagged CD, and that NNS is correct, and below we retag in this fashion, but in the Treebank, the two taggings are almost exactly equally common, with a couple of tokens also tagged as NN, to add variety.) Orson Welles 's Mercury Theater in/IN the/DT '30s/NNS ./. 7. Gold standard wrong: The tag given in the gold standard is clearly wrong.
For example, below, the tag of VB for hit is just wrong. It should be a VBN, as the passive participle complement to got. Other examples of this sort appeared in Table 1 .
Our market got/VBD hit/VB a/DT lot/NN harder/RBR on Monday than the listed market
What conclusions can we draw? While semi-supervised methods like the distributional similarity classes above are very useful for handling unknown words, their ability to improve overall tagger performance numbers appear quite limited. At most they can address errors in classes 1 and 2, which account for less than 10% of the errors, and in practice they are likely to address only errors in class 2, which are about 5% of the errors, since in discriminative sequence models, lexical features are very strong and it is difficult for context to override them. 9 The progress that has been made in the last decade in POS tagging has presumably come mainly from handling some of the cases in class 3, and there is presumably still a fraction of space for improvement here. But many of the cases in class 3 shade off into cases of class 4, where it is hard to imagine a sequence model POS tagger getting them right, except sometimes by a lucky guess. At any rate, classes 3 and 4 together comprise less than one third of the errors. The cases in class 5 are inherently difficult; we return to them at the end. The easiest path for continuing to improve POS tagging seems to be to look at the cases in classes 6 and 7, where the gold standard data is just wrong or is inconsistent because of the lack of clear tagging guidelines. These classes comprise over 40% of the data, and, indeed, if some of the cases that I regard as unspecified or unclear (class 5) could be made clear by tightening up the guidelines, then we might be dealing here with over half the remaining errors. The road on this side of the fence is much less traveled, but I believe it now provides the easiest opportunities for tagging performance gains.
Correcting the Treebank
From the earliest days of the resurgence of statistical NLP, there has been a very strong current against fixing data. I think the attitude originated at IBM. For example, one can find a discussion of the issue in David Magerman's thesis [15, p. 101] . I think the idea is that the world is noisy, and you should just take the data as is, in contrast with old-style NLP, which dealt with constructed and massaged data. In addition there are also clear concerns about the overfitting of models, and of model builders being influenced to assign the labels that their models predict. At any rate, one of the big advantages of this perspective is that everyone is using exactly the same training and test sets, and so results are exactly comparable and should be reproducible (after pinning down a few more things about evaluation metrics, etc.).
While it is of course important for everyone to be aware of changes that particular experimenters have made to data sets, and there is certainly value in constant training and test sets for the sake of comparable experiments, it seems that a desire for constancy can be and has been carried much too far. We are now 15 years from the distribution of Penn Treebank release 2, which was the final version of the WSJ data, and many researchers have variously noticed mistakes and deficiencies in the annotation, but virtually no attempt has been made to correct them. 10 For example, Ratnaparkhi [16] notes that a large source of errors in his tagger is that the tags for certain common words like about are inconsistent across the corpus, and, indeed, that the name of the annotator of an example is one of the best predictors of tag assignment. Similarly, Abney et al. [17] examine the most anomalous word tokens that get the highest weights when applying boosting to POS tagging and show that many of these tokens have erroneous tags. At some point the desire for corpus constancy becomes dysfunctional. The de facto situation with the WSJ treebank contrasts with what you see in other fields such as taxonomic biology. It is just not the case that because the first person who collected a certain specimen said it was an Acacia species that for all time it continues to be called an Acacia species, even when further evidence and testing makes it perfectly clear that it is not. At both the individual and species level, the taxonomic biology world has been willing to tolerate quite large scale renamings and disruptions so as to improve the ontological basis of the field. Such is scientific progress in a taxonomic field. The same thing should happen with the content of treebanks.
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In computational linguistics, the main work that has been done on improving the taxonomy of tags to allow clearer automatic tagging and improving the conventions by which tags are assigned has been done within the English Constraint Grammar tradition [18, 19] . Contrary to the results above, this work has achieved quite outstanding interannotator agreement (up to 99.3% prior to adjudication), in part by the exhaustiveness of the conventions for tagging but also in part by simplifying decisions for tagging (e.g., all -ing participles that premodify a noun are tagged as adjectives, regardless). It is surprising the extent to which this work has been ignored by the mainstream of computational linguistics. In some ways, the present work tries to apply some of the same approach to generating consistent taggings, but without performing revisions to the tag set used.
While one way to achieve the goal of correcting the treebank would for humans to carefully check tag assignments, further linguistic annotation work and the developments in language technology provide other methods. A very good way to find errors and inconsistencies in tag assignments is to see where tools like taggers go wrong, as in the examples cited above [16, 17] . Inconsistencies can also be detected by methods aimed just at this task, an idea notably explored by Dickinson [20] . But for the Penn Treebank there is also another profitable approach to pursue. An examination of the corpus makes clear that the treebanking was done much more carefully and consistently than the POS tagging. Since, following the ideas of X ′ theory, the POS tag of words can often be predicted from phrasal categories, we can often use the tree structure and phrasal hasn't been correction of a lot of the miscellaneous small-scale errors, and transitioning the community to OntoNotes is still very much a work in progress, with the vast majority of current work on English treebanks and POS tagging and parsing still using the original Penn Treebank Wall Street Journal data. categories to tell us what the POS tags should have been. This is the main strategy used here to reduce the error and inconsistency rate in the Penn Treebank. While Dickinson's methods are interesting, they do not provide a sufficient level of precision for fully automatic treebank correction, whereas using the treebank syntactic structure commonly does. So, I use testing on the training data to identify inconsistencies, and then information from the treebank structure to guide correction.
Fixing some of the errors
Many of the errors and inconsistencies in the Penn Treebank are quite systematic and are well-suited to fixing by deterministic rules. Here, we use Tsurgeon scripts [21] , which work by matching a tree pattern using Tregex (a tgrep-like language; cf. [22] ) and then performing operations on matched parts of the tree. Here are a couple of cases of the kinds of errors we can straightforwardly fix. 
Past tense versus past participles
There are quite frequent tagging errors as to when verb forms are marked as past tense (VBD) versus past participles (VBN). In general, if a past participle is not adjacent to a passive or perfective auxiliary indicating a VBN, then it is quite frequently wrongly tagged as VBD. 13 But such cases can usually be detected and fixed by rules over tree patterns. For instance, we can use rules such as this one:
That is, a verb in a VP that is under a VP containing a passive or perfective auxiliary verb (perhaps inside a conjunction structure) or modifying a noun phrase should really be a participle VBN and not a past finite VBD.
Plurals as singulars
The (reasonable) convention for practical part of speech tagging is that words receive a single word class. This flies in the face of commonly accepted ideas of 12 I will not dwell on the problems caused by hyphenation in the original Penn Treebank, since they are widely recognized and have been reformed in more recent LDC treebanking projects, including the OntoNotes corpus, which contains many of the trees of the Penn Treebank in an updated form which improves the representation of hyphenated terms and complex NPs with left-branching structure. 13 One could suspect that these errors in many cases reflect a bias resulting from the use of an automatic tagger in the construction of the Penn Treebank, since these were probably cases that the tagger got wrong, and the human annotator then failed to correct.
linguistic morphology where there can be zero derivation of an X 0 category from another X 0 category, with a change in category. There are many such cases in the Penn Treebank, some clearer and some less clear. One case is with plural nouns that become incorporated into named entities which are then treated as singular. Examples include (the) United States, (the) Parks Council, and Kawasaki Heavy Industries. The noun of interest is clearly morphologically plural. But despite the fact that it would normally be regarded as the head of the noun phrase in the first and third examples, the whole noun phrase takes singular verb agreement (the United states is changing . . . ). Given the stated preference for the Penn Treebank to tag on the basis of syntactic function, it seems like the verbal agreement is a good reason to tag such words as singular NNP, but in practice they are usually -though not consistently -tagged as NNPS. The right answer isn't entirely clear here, involving both how fossilized the formation is and whether to choose the original or final category in cases of X 0 zero derivation. However, in this case, most of the compounds are fairly transparent, and annotators prefer to go with the morphology around three-quarters of the time. Since it is in fashion at the moment to go with the wisdom of crowds, I will adopt this convention.
Another similar problem is when non-nouns become involved in proper nouns, such as United in either United Airlines or (the) United States. It is unclear whether to stick with the adjectival tag for United or to call it a proper noun because the whole phrase is clearly a proper noun. In this case, human annotators overwhelmingly went with the NNP choice, and, again, I will follow the wisdom of the crowd. I will summarize these two decisions as the United States Principles.
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In practice, we can handle cases of these principles simply with rules like:
NNP=bad < Industries|Airlines relabel bad NNPS 14 There are further issues here. On proper nouns getting a noun tagging, the Penn Treebank part-of speech tagging guidelines [23, sec 5.3 ] make a stronger claim, saying that any capitalized word that is part of a name should be tagged NNP or NNPS. This seems too strong, since sometimes verbs and function words are capitalized as parts of names, such as in the titles of books like Gone With The Wind. I feel that this is just wrong and very confusing to an POS tagger. Such titles are larger-level syntactic units. While the annotators sometimes followed this dictate, the majority of the time they ignored it. Again, we will follow the wisdom of crowds. This rule will only be applied to content words of a base NP that are part of a name. Secondly, there are also proper adjectives such as Australian or North Korean. These are also tagged inconsistently as adjectives or proper nouns in the Penn treebank. Arguably, it is a bad defect of the the Penn Treebank tag set that it lacks a proper adjective category that would cover these cases. But, given the current tag set, when these expressions occur as adjectival modifiers (rather than as a noun referring to a person) then it seems clear that they should be tagged as JJ. These are not proper nouns.
That
That is a hard word for taggers, since it can function as all of a determiner, complementizer, relative pronoun, and an adverb (he isn't that sick ), and has separate tags for each function (DT, IN, WDT, and RB). Some cases of that are clearly ones that need syntactic structure to get right and are beyond the reach of a POS tagger. But there are also lots of errors in the tagging of that in the training data, and we may as well at least correct those, so that the POS tagger gets the best chance it can to learn the distinctions. Again, we use the parse structure to guide the correction:
The first rule matches 173 times in the Penn Treebank, while the second rule matches 285 times. These aren't really rare errors we are talking about.
Miscellaneous errors and inconsistencies
Many of the details of inconsistencies are particular to individual lexical items and quite mundane. To take one example that turns up a bunch of times, for K mart, annotators were inconsistent on whether to tag mart as a proper noun or not, presumably because it is not capitalized. It seems to me that it should be treated as still a proper noun, and at any rate, this should just be consistent. This rule make it consistent: @NP < (NNP < K $+ (NN=bad < mart)) relabel bad NNP
Tagging results
Overall, I defined a couple of hundred such rules, based on examination of the training data, some of which changed several hundred tags, others of which changed only a single tag. Some were aimed at outright errors and others at inconsistencies. The rules certainly don't exhaust all the errors and inconsistencies found in the training data, but there are enough covering a number of the most common problem that we can get some idea as to whether such taxonomic improvements might noticeably lift tagging accuracy.
The one complication is how to assess this with respect to test sets. As I show below, if you only correct the training data, then no gains are achieved. This is because the test data has all the same errors and inconsistencies as before.
Indeed, the uncorrected tagger may pick up some of any patterning that exists in "inconsistent" tagging, and do better on the test set. Therefore, the strategy adopted here is as follows: Change rules are developed looking at the training data. These rules are then tested by examining their effect on the development data. It is checked that they do not apply wrongly in any situations (if they do, they are refined to make their application more limited and precise (and the process repeated), or just discarded following Hippocratic reasoning of first doing no harm. Then, the final rules are applied to the final test data without examining their effect. That is, the changes are assumed to all be correct for the test data. Of course, there is a small risk here that a rule could misapply, but the sanctity of the final test data is preserved. Moreover, based on the precise nature of the change rules and examination of their effects on development test data, I feel highly confident that at least 98% of the changes will be good corrections of consistentizations of the test data.
In Table 5 we show the effects of this process on the development data. Note that the number of features in the tagger goes down a bit with data correction because there is less entropy in tag assignments. The error reduction between the first and last lines is already quite substantial (by the standards of these things), and would presumably increase further with further extension and refinement of the correction rule set. Finally, Table 6 show the scores of several models on the final test data. Notwithstanding the significant progress that can be made by removing errors and improving the consistency of the treebank, there are interesting foundational linguistic issues as to which decisions are linguistically well-justified, and which turn into arbitrary conventions of treebank annotation. The latter can still give consistency, but cannot really be linguistically justified.
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What I want to look at is the validity of what is in the Penn Treebank:
"Measurement requires three things: An object to be measured, a welldefined property of the object to measure, and a measuring instrument that actually does the job" [24, 135] .
The objects at hand here are clear: words and sentences of English newswire. My concerns touch the other two issues: Are part-of-speech labels well-defined discrete properties enabling us to assign each word a single symbolic label? Secondly, is the measuring instrument up to the task? Answering questions like this is one clear place where linguists should have something useful to offer to the modern world of Statistical NLP.
The first question is in many ways the more interesting. If the properties of part of speech and syntactic category are not well-defined, then the variables assigned by the coder lack a coherent basis. Is it possible to assign to each word in a context a single symbol that represents the word's syntactic category? Or do we need something like squishy categories [25] ? While the use of discrete categories underlies most of modern generative linguistics, fuzziness is readily accepted by a descriptive grammar such as [26] , which regularly refers to the "fuzzy borders between word classes". 16 A thorough recent examination of the issues is found in [27] . Given that the behavior of some words has gradually changed from one part of speech to another over time, 17 some gradable notion of category is presumably necessary. On the other hand, one needs to account for the fact that it seems reasonable and feasible to assign such a category as noun or verb to the vast majority of the words in the lexicon. This could perhaps be connected up with work on categorical perception [30] which attempts to explore how phenomena which are grounded in continuous physical quantities are perceived by human beings as belonging to discrete categories, with only a little fuzz around the edges.
What is it that treebankers are actually assigning as categories? [29] showed that many of the criteria that people often use for part of speech are actually sensitive to semantic sorts. Are treebankers mainly influenced by semantic function or are they really picking out structural categories? According to generative wisdom, notional (semantic) criteria for part of speech are "extremely unreliable" [31, 57] , but given that they are what is taught in school, if anything ("a noun is a person, place or thing"), there is a high probability that treebankers often use these rather than true syntactic distributional categories. Here I present one example of this phenomenon. I discussed a couple of others in [32] .
Transitive adjectives
Maling [29] discusses the three words near, like, and worth, arguing that these words were historically clearly adjectives, but that with the loss of case marking in English, like and worth shifted syntactic category to become prepositions (the more appropriate category for uninflected words that take an NP complement), while near is perhaps the only surviving case of a transitive adjective in English. In various footnotes, two other candidate surviving transitive adjectives are suggested: opposite and due. Searching the treebank reveals another possible transitive adjective: outside.
18 Table 7 shows a summary of the occurrence of these words in the Penn Treebank Wall Street Journal corpus. The case of worth is well-studied. It is a recognized problem word and the treebank manuals have specific, if inconsistent, instructions for it. The initial guide to part of speech tagging said [23, p. 31 
worth is a preposition (IN) when it precedes a measure phrase, as in worth ten dollars.
The subsequent Treebanking manual provides an odd mixture of descriptive and prescriptive advice, but seems to reverse this earlier judgment [33, Commented out in the file is: "Sorry, there ain't no 'right' way for these. -R.". This is the essence of the problem. It is generally accepted that worth appears in certain contexts as a noun, but, in the remaining cases, is worth a preposition, as Maling and Santorini propose, an adjective as the new Treebanking manual proposes (and also, both the Oxford English Dictionary and Huddleston and Pullum [34] ), or should we un-ask this question?
Treebank evidence
There are 114 instances of worth, selectively shown in Table 8 . 10 examples are tagged as a preposition, 8 in phrases that treebankers later tagged as ADJPs (1-2) and two that were later tagged as PPs (3) (4) . In one of the former, the complement is incorrectly tagged as an adverbial (5) . 65 examples were tagged as JJ, 48 placed in ADJPs (6-7), 13 placed in PPs (8-9) and 4 which occur inside noun phrases and should have been tagged as NN (10) (11) . 39 examples were tagged as NN: 2 of these were incorrect and should have been given a non-noun tag (12) (13) . The rest are noun uses including after a quantifier phrase (14) (15) and in other noun uses including compounds (16) (17) . In 4 cases involving quantifiers (all cases involving a following PP), an extra erroneous level of ADJP structure has been added (18) . There are various questions and concerns here. The OED lists worth as a noun, and as an adjective (and as an obsolete verb). [26] appears to regard worth as both a preposition and an adjective. On p. 1064 they argue that:
The prepositional status of worth . . . is confirmed by the fact that it can govern a noun phrase, a nominal -ing clause with a genitive subject, and a nominal relative clause (but not a that -clause or a to-infinitive but later (p. 1230) it is listed as a canonical example in the section on "Adjective complementation by an -ing participle clause" with an additional note on it being unclear whether to regard worthwhile as an adjective or as worth followed by a noun (which is reflected in inconsistent spelling). At any rate, they seem to beg the question of the existence of transitive adjectives, by declaring anything with NP complements to be a preposition. Huddleston and Pullum [34] reject the criterion of taking an NP complement as being decisive and come out strongly in favor of worth as a transitive adjective, unlike similar words like like, unlike and due which they suggest belong to both the adjective and preposition categories. Contra Maling, there is some evidence that worth is still more like an adjective than a preposition, but it seems fairly clear that it has mixed properties that make it partly like adjectives and partly like prepositions, but not like a canonical member of either category. Even Huddleston and Pullum admit that worth "differs markedly from central members of the adjective category". That is, it is a case of syntactic gradience resulting from historical changes [27] . In such cases, it is artificial to demand a categorical classification, whatever its convenience for current part-of-speech tagging technology.
One pragmatic solution in such cases might just be to accept that certain high frequency words may have odd properties and we should just give them tags by convention, however imperfect their assignment to a category. There are probably few applications of NLP which will be much affected by the choice of an adjective or preposition tag for worth. If anything, applications are mainly likely to gain from the treatment being consistent. But in such cases, we must accept that we are assigning parts of speech by convention for engineering convenience rather than achieving taxonomic truth, and there are still very interesting issues for linguistics to continue to investigate, along the lines of [27] .
